Salafi jihadism
Salafi jihadism or jihadist-Salafism is a transnational religious-political ideology based on a belief in "physical" jihadism and the
Salafi movement of returning to what adherents believe to be trueSunni Islam.[1][2]
The terms "Salafist jihadist" and "jihadist-Salafism" were coined by scholar Gilles Kepel in 2002[3][4][5][6] to describe "a hybrid
Islamist ideology" developed by international Islamist volunteers in the Afghan anti-Sovietjihad who had become isolated from their
national and social class origins.[3] The concept was described by Martin Kramer as an academic term that "will inevitably be
[simplified to] jihadism or the jihadist movement in popular usage." (emphasis supplied)[6]
Practitioners are referred to as "Salafi jihadis" or "Salafi jihadists". They are sometimes described as a variety of Salafi,[7] and
sometimes as separate from "good Salafis"[5] whose movement eschews any political and organisational allegiances as potentially
[8]
divisive for the Muslim community and a distraction from the study of religion.

In the 1990s, extremist jihadists of theal-Jama'a al-Islamiyyawere active in the attacks on police, government officials and tourists in
Egypt, and Armed Islamic Group of Algeria was a principal group in the Algerian Civil War.[3] The most famous jihadist-Salafist
attack is the September 11, 2001 attacks against the United States by al-Qaeda.[9] While Salafism had next to no presence in Europe
in the 1980s, by the mid-2000s, Salafist jihadists had acquired "a burgeoning presence in Europe, having attempted more than 30
[5] While many see the influence and activities of Salafi jihadists as in decline after
terrorist attacks among E.U. countries since 2001."

2000 (at least in the United States),[10][11] others see the movement as growing in the wake of the Arab Spring and breakdown of
state control in Libya and Syria.[12]
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History and definition
Gilles Kepel writes that the Salafis whom he encountered in Europe in the 1980s were "totally apolitical".[3][5] But by the mid-1990s
he met some who felt jihad in the form of "violence and terrorism" was "justified to realize their political objectives". The
combination of Salafi alienation from all things non-Muslim – including "mainstream European society" – and violent jihad created a
"volatile mixture".[5] "When you're in the state of such alienation you become easy prey to the jihadi guys who will feed you more
savory propaganda than the old propaganda of the Salafists who tell you to pray
, fast and who are not taking action".[5]
According to Kepel, Salafist jihadism combined "respect for the sacred texts in their most literal form, ... with an absolute
[13]
commitment to jihad, whose number-one target had to be America, perceived as the greatest enemy of the faith."

Salafi jihadists distinguished themselves
from salafis they term "sheikist", so
named because – the jihadists believed –
the "sheikists" had forsaken adoration of
God for adoration of "the oil sheiks of
the Arabian peninsula, with the Al Saud
family at their head". Principal among
the sheikist scholars was Abd al-Aziz
ibn Baz – "the archetypal court ulema
[ulama

al-balat]".

These
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be

lacking
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excessively
in

literal

texts.[13]

Iyad El-

(Data from A Persistent Threat, The Evolution of al Qa’ida and Other Salafi
Jihadists, Seth G. Jones, 2014, Figure 3.1)

Baghdadi describes Salafism as "deeply divided" into "mainstream (government-approved, or Islahi) Salafism", and jihadi
Salafism.[7]
Another definition of Salafi jihadism, offered by Mohammed M. Hafez, is an "extreme form of Sunni Islamism that rejects
democracy and Shia rule". Hafez distinguished them from apolitical and conservative Salafi scholars (such as
Muhammad Nasiruddin
al-Albani, Muhammad ibn al Uthaymeen, Abd al-Aziz ibn Baz and Abdul-Azeez ibn Abdullaah Aal ash-Shaikh), but also from the
sahwa movement associated withSalman al-Ouda or Safar Al-Hawali.[14]
According to Mohammed M. Hafez, contemporary jihadi Salafism is characterized by "five features":
immense emphasis on the concept oftawhid (unity of God);
God's sovereignty (hakimiyyat Allah), which defines right and wrong, good and evil, and which supersedes human
reasoning is applicable in all places on earth and at all times, and makes unnecessary and un-Islamic other
ideologies such as liberalism or humanism;
the rejection of all innovation (bid‘ah) in Islam;
the permissibility and necessity oftakfir (the declaring of a Muslim to be outside the creed, so that they may face
execution);
and on the centrality ofjihad against infidel regimes.[14]
[15]
Another researcher, (Thomas Hegghammer), has outlined five objectives shared by jihadis:

Changing the social and political organisation of the state, (an example, being the
Armed Islamic Group (GIA) and
the former Salafist Group for Preaching and Combat (GSPC) which fought to overthrow the Algerian state and
replace it with an Islamic state.)[15]
Establishing sovereignty on a territory perceived as occupied or dominated by non-Muslims, (an example being the
Pakistan-based Lashkar-e-Taiba (Soldiers of the Pure) in Indian occupied Kashmir and the Caucasus Emirate in the
Russian Federation).[15]
Defending the Muslim community u
( mmah) from external non-Muslim perceived threats, either the "near enemy"al(
adou al-qarib, this includes jihadists Arabs who travelled to Bosnia and Chechnya to defend local Muslims against
non-Muslim armies) or the "far enemy" al-adou
(
al-baid, often affiliates of Al-Qaeda attacking the West).[15]
Correcting other Muslims' moral behaviour
. (In Indonesia, vigilantes first used sticks and stones to attack those they
[15]
considered "deviant" in behavior before moving on to guns and bombs).
Intimidating and marginalising other Muslim sects, (an example beingLashkar-e-Jhangvi which has carried out
[15] )
violent attacks on Pakistani Shia for decades, and killings in Iraq.
Robin Wright notes the importance in Salafi jihadist groups of
the formal process of taking an oath of allegiance Bay'ah)
(
to a leader.[16] (This can be by individuals to an emir or
by a local group to a transglobal group.)

"marbling", i.e. pretending to cut ties to a less-than-popular global movement when "strategically or financially
convenient". (An example is the cutting of ties toal-Qaeda by the Syrian group Al-Nusra Front with al-Qaeda's
approval.[16]
According to Michael Horowitz, Salafi jihad is an ideology that identifies the "alleged source of the Muslims' conundrum" in the
"persistent attacks and humiliation of Muslims on the part of an anti-Islamic alliance of what it terms 'Crusaders', 'Zionists', and
'apostates'."[17]
Al Jazeera journalist Jamal Al Sharif describes Salafi jihadism as combining "the doctrinal content and approach of Salafism and
organisational models from Muslim Brotherhood organisations. Their motto emerged as 'Salafism in doctrine, modernity in
confrontation' ".[18]
Antecedents of Salafism jihadism include Islamist author Sayyid Qutb, who developed "the intellectual underpinnings" of the
ideology. Qutb argued that the world had reached a crisis point and that the Islamic world has been replaced by pagan ignorance of
Jahiliyyah.
The group Takfir wal-Hijra, who kidnapped and murdered an Egyptian ex-government minister in 1978, inspired some of "the tactics
and methods" used by Al Qaeda.[5]
In Afghanistan the Taliban were of the Deobandi, not Salafi, school of Islam but "cross-fertilized" with bin Laden and other Salafist
jihadis.[3]
Seth Jones of the Rand Corporation argues that Salafi-jihadist numbers and activity have increased not decreased from 2007 to 2013.
According to his research:
the number of Salafi-jihadist groups increased by over 50% from 2010 to 2013, using Libya and parts of Syria as
sanctuary.
the number of Salafi jihadist fighters "more than doubled from 2010 to 2013" using both low and high estimates. The
war in Syria was the single most important attraction for Salafi-jihadist fighters.
attacks by al-Qaeda–affiliated groups (Islamic State of Iraq and al-Sham, al Shabaab, Jabhat al-Nusrah, and alQaeda in the Arabian Peninsula)
despite al-Qaeda's traditional focus on the "far enemy" (US and Europe), approximately 99% of the attacks by alQaeda and its affiliates in 2013 were against"near enemy" targets (in North Africa, the Middle East, and other
regions outside of the West).[12]

Leaders, groups and activities
Leaders and development
"Theoreticians" of Salafist jihadism included Afghan jihad veterans such as the Palestinian Abu Qatada, the Syrian Mustafa
Setmariam Nasar, the Egyptian Mustapha Kamel, known as Abu Hamza al-Masri.[19] Osama bin Laden was its most well-known
leader. The dissident Saudi preachersSalman al-Ouda and Safar Al-Hawali, were held in high esteem by this school.
Murad Al-shishani of The Jamestown Foundation states there have been three generations of Salafi-jihadists: those waging jihad in
Afghanistan, Bosnia and Iraq. As of the mid-2000s, Arab fighters in Iraq were "the latest and most important development of the
global Salafi-jihadi movement".[20] These fighters were usually not Iraqis, but volunteers who had come to Iraq from other countries,
mainly Saudi Arabia. Unlike in earlier Salafi jihadi actions, Egyptians "are no longer the chief ethnic group".[20] According to Bruce
Livesey Salafist jihadists are currently a "burgeoning presence in Europe, having attempted more than 30 terrorist attacks among EU
[5]
countries" from September 2001 to the beginning of 2005".

According to Mohammed M. Hafez, in Iraq jihadi salafi are pursuing a "system-collapse strategy" whose goal is to install an "Islamic
emirate based on Salafi dominance, similar to the Taliban regime in Afghanistan." In addition to occupation/coalition personnel they
target mainly Iraqi security forces and Shia civilians, but also "foreign journalists, translators and transport drivers and the economic
and physical infrastructure of Iraq."[14]

Groups
Salafist jihadists groups include Al Qaeda,[7] the now defunct Algerian Armed Islamic Group (GIA),[13] and the Egyptian group AlGama'a al-Islamiyya which still exists.
In the Algerian Civil War 1992–1998, the GIA was one of the two major Islamist armed groups (the other being theArmee Islamique
du Salut or AIS) fighting the Algerian army and security forces. The GIA included veterans of the Afghanistan jihad and unlike the
more moderate AIS, fought to destabilize the Algerian government with terror attacks designed to "create an atmosphere of general
insecurity".[21] It considered jihad in Algeria fard ayn or an obligation for all (adult male sane) Muslims,[21] and sought to "purge"
Algeria of "the ungodly" and create an Islamic state. It pursued what some (Gilles Kepel) called a "wholesale massacres of civilians",
targeting French-speaking intellectuals, foreigners,[21] and Islamists deemed too moderate, and took a campaign of bombing to
France, which supported the Algerian government against the Islamists. Although over 150,000 were killed in the civil war,[22] the
[23] Remnants of the GIA continued on as "Salafist Group
GIA eventually lost popular support and was crushed by the security forces.

for Preaching and Combat", which as of 2015 calls itselfal-Qaeda in the Islamic Maghreb.[24]

Al-Gama'a al-Islamiyya, (the Islamic Group) another Salafist-jihadi movement[25] fought an insurgency against the Egyptian
government from 1992 to 1998 during which at least 800 Egyptian policemen and soldiers, jihadists, and civilians were killed.
Outside of Egypt it is best known for a November 1997 attackat the Temple of Hatshepsut in Luxor where fifty-eight foreign tourists
were hacked and shot to death. The group declared a ceasefire in March 1999,[26] although as of 2012 it is still active in jihad against
the Bashar al-Assad regime Syria.[25]
Perhaps the most famous and effective Salafist jihadist group was Al-Qaeda.[27] AlQaeda evolved from the Maktab al-Khidamat (MAK), or the "Services Office", a
Muslim organization founded in 1984 to raise and channel funds and recruit foreign
mujahideen for the war against the Soviets in Afghanistan. It was established in
Peshawar, Pakistan, by Osama bin Laden and Abdullah Yusuf Azzam. As it became
apparent that the jihad had compelled the Soviet military to abandon its mission in
Afghanistan, some mujahideen called for the expansion of their operations to include
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Islamist struggles in other parts of the world, and Al Qaeda was formed by bin
Laden on August 11, 1988.[28][29] Members were to making a pledge (bayat) to
follow one's superiors.[30] Al-Qaeda emphasized jihad against the "far enemy", i.e. the United States. In 1996, it announced its jihad
to expel foreign troops and interests from what they considered Islamic lands, and in 1998, it issued a fatwa calling on Muslims to
kill Americans and their allies whenever and wherever they could. Among its most notable acts of violence were the 1998 bombings
of US embassies in Dar es Salaam and Nairobi that killed over 200 people;[31] and the 9/11 attacks of 2001 that killed almost 3000
people and caused many billions of dollars in damage.
According to Mohammed M. Hafez, "as of 2006 the two major groups within the jihadi Salafi camp" in Iraq were the Mujahidin
Shura Council and the Ansar al Sunna Group.[14] There are also a number of small jihadist Salafist groups inAzerbaijan.[32]
The group leading the Islamist insurgency in Southern Thailand in 2006 by carrying out most of the attacks and cross-border
operations,[33] BRN-Koordinasi, favours Salafi ideology. It works in a loosely organized strictly clandestine cell system dependent
on hard-line religious leaders for direction.[34][35]
Jund Ansar Allah is, or was, an armed Salafist jihadist organization in the Gaza Strip. On August 14, 2009, the group's spiritual
leader, Sheikh Abdel Latif Moussa, announced during Friday sermon the establishment of an Islamic emirate in the Palestinian
territories attacking the ruling authority, the Islamist group Hamas, for failing to enforce Sharia law. Hamas forces responded to his
sermon by surrounding hisIbn Taymiyyah mosque complex and attacking it. In the fighting that ensued, 24 people (including Sheikh
[36]
Abdel Latif Moussa himself), were killed and over 130 were wounded.

In 2011, Salafist jihadists were actively involved with protests against King Abdullah II of Jordan,[37] and the kidnapping and killing
of Italian peace activist Vittorio Arrigoni in Hamas-controlled Gaza Strip.[38][39]

In the North Caucasus region of Russia, the Caucasus Emirate replaced the nationalism of Muslim Chechnya and Dagestan with a
hard-line Salafist-takfiri jihadist ideology. They are immensely focused on upholding the concept of tawhid (purist monotheism), and
fiercely reject any practice of shirk, taqlid, ijtihad and bid‘ah. They also believe in the complete separation between the Muslim and
the non-Muslim, by propagating Al Wala' Wal Bara' and declaring takfir against any Muslim who (they believe) is a mushrik
(polytheist) and does not return to the observance of tawhid and the strict literal interpretation of the Quran and the Sunnah as
followed by Muhammad and his companions (Sahaba).[40]
In Syria and Iraq bothJabhat al-Nusra and ISIS[41] have been described as Salafist-jihadist.Jabhat
al-Nusra has been described as possessing "a hard-line Salafi-Jihadist ideology" and being one of
"the most effective" groups fighting the regime.[42] Writing after ISIS victories in Iraq, Hassan
Hassan believes ISIS is a reflection of "ideological shakeup of Sunni Islam's traditional Salafism"
since the Arab Spring, where salafism, "traditionally inward-looking and loyal to the political
establishment", has "steadily, if slowly", been eroded by Salafism-jihadism.[41]

List of groups
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According to Seth G. Jones of the Rand Corporation as of 2014 there were around 50 Salafist-jihadist groups in existence or recently
in existence ("present" in the list indicates a group's continued existence as of 2014). (Jones defines Salafi-jihadist groups as those
emphasizing the importance of returning to a “pure” Islam, that of the Salaf, the pious ancestors; and those believing that violent
jihad is fard ‘ayn (a personal religious duty)).[1]

Salafist-jihadist groups as of 2014[27]
Name of Group

Base of Operations

Years

Abdullah Azzam Brigades
(Yusuf al-Uyayri Battalions)

Saudi Arabia

2009–present

Abdullah Azzam Brigades
(Ziyad al-Jarrah Battalions)

Lebanon

2009–present

Abu Sayyaf Group (ASG)

Philippines

1991–present

Aden-Abyan Islamic Army(AAIA)

Yemen

1994–present

Al-Itihaad al-Islamiya (AIAI)

Somalia, Ethiopia

1994–2002

Al-Qaeda (core)

Pakistan

1988–present

Al-Qaeda in Aceh
(a.k.a. Tanzim al Qa’ida Indonesia
for Serambi Makkah)

Indonesia

2009–2011

Al-Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula(Saudi Arabia)

Saudi Arabia

2002–2008

Al Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula (Y
emen)

Yemen

2008–present

al-Qaeda in the Islamic Maghreb
(AQIM, formerly Salafist Group for
Preaching and Combat, GSPC)

Algeria

1998–present

Al Takfir wal al-Hijrah,

Egypt (Sinai Peninsula)

2011–present

Al-Mulathamun (Mokhtar Belmokhtar)

Mali, Libya, Algeria

2012–2013

Al-Murabitun (Mokhtar Belmokhtar)

Mali, Libya, Algeria

2013–2017

Alliance for the Re-liberation of SomaliaUnion of Islamic Courts(ARS/UIC)

Somalia, Eritrea

2006–2009

Ansar al-Islam

Iraq

2001–present

Ansar al-Sharia (Egypt)

Egypt

2012–present

Ansar al-Sharia (Libya)

Libya

2012–present

Ansar al-Sharia (Mali)

Mali

2012–present

Ansar al-Sharia (Tunisia)

Tunisia

2011–present

Ansar Bait al-Maqdis
(a.k.a. Ansar Jerusalem)

Gaza Strip, Egypt (Sinai Peninsula) 2012–present

Ansaru

Nigeria

2012–present

Osbat al-Ansar (AAA)

Lebanon

1985–present

Bangsamoro Islamic Freedom Fighters
(BIFF, a.k.a. BIFM)

Philippines

2010–present

Boko Haram

Nigeria

2003–present

Chechen Republic of Ichkeria
(Basayev faction)

Russia (Chechnya)

1994–2007

East Turkestan Islamic Movement(ETIM,
a.k.a. Turkestan Islamic Party)

China (Xinjang)

1989–present

Egyptian Islamic Jihad (EIJ)

Egypt

1978–2001

Harakat Ahrar al-Sham al-Islamiyya

Syria

2012–present

Harakat al-Shabaab al-Mujahideen

Somalia

2002–present

Harakat al-Shuada’a al Islamiyah
(a.k.a. Islamic Martyr’s Movement, IMM)

Libya

1996–2007

Harakat Ansar al-Din

Mali

2011–2017

Hizbul al Islam

Somalia

2009–2010

Imarat Kavkaz (IK, or Caucasus Emirate)

Russia (Chechnya)

2007–present

Indian Mujahedeen

India

2005–present

Islamic Jihad Union
(a.k.a. Islamic Jihad Group)

Uzbekistan

2002–present

Islamic Movement of Uzbekistan(IMU)

Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan

1997–present

Islamic State of Iraq and al-Sham(ISIS)

Iraq, Syria

2004–present

Jabhat al-Nusrah

Syria

2011–present

Jaish ul-Adl

Iran

2013–present

Jaish al-Islam
(a.k.a. Tawhid and Jihad Brigades)

Gaza Strip, Egypt (Sinai Peninsula) 2005–present

Jaish al-Ummah (JaU)

Gaza Strip

2007–present

Jamaat Ansar Bayt al-Maqdis

Egypt (Sinai Peninsula)

2011–present

Jamaat Ansarullah (JA)

Tajikistan

2010–present

Jamaah Ansharut Tauhid (JAT)

Indonesia

2008–present

Jemaah Islamiyah (JI)

Indonesia, Malaysia,
Philippines, Singapore

1993–present

Jondullah

Pakistan

2003–present

Jund al-Sham

Lebanon, Syria, Gaza Strip,
Qatar, Afghanistan

1999–2008

Khalifa Islamiyah Mindanao(KIM)

Philippines

2013–present

Lashkar-e-Taiba (LeT, a.k.a. Mansoorian)

Pakistan (Kashmir)

1990–present

Libyan Islamic Fighting Group(LIFG)

Libya

1990–present

Liwa al-Islam

Syria

2011–present

Liwa al-Tawhid

Syria

2012–present

Moroccan Islamic Combatant Group(GICM)

Morocco, Western Europe

1998–present

Movement for Tawhid and Jihad in West Africa
(MUJAO)

Mali

2011–2013

Muhammad Jamal Network (MJN)

Egypt

2011–present

Mujahideen Shura Council

Gaza Strip, Egypt (Sinai Peninsula) 2011–present

Salafia Jihadia (As-Sirat al Moustaquim)

Morocco

1995–present

Suqour al-Sham Brigade

Syria

2011–2015

Tawhid wal Jihad

Iraq

1998–2004

Tunisian Combat Group (TCG)

Tunisia, Western Europe

2000–2011

Ruling strategy
In several places and times jihadis have taken control over an area and ruled it as an Islamic state, such as in the case of the Taliban
takeover of Afghanistan orISIL in Syria and Iraq.
As Islamists, establishing uncompromised sharia law is a core value and goal of jihadists, but strategies differed on how quickly this
should be done. Observers such as journalist Robert Worth have described jihadis as torn between wanting to build true Islamic order
gradually from the bottom up to avoid alienating non-jihadi Muslims (the desire of bin Laden), and not wanting to wait for the
Islamic state.[43]

In Zinjibar, Yemen, AQAP established an "emirate" that lasted from May 2011 until the summer of 2012. It emphasized (and
publicized with a media campaign) not strict sharia law, but "uncharacteristically gentle" good governance over its conquered
territory—rebuilding infrastructure, quashing banditry, and resolving legal disputes.[44] One jihadi veteran of Yemen described its
approach towards the local population:
You have to take a gradual approach with them when it comes to religious practices. You can't beat people for
drinking alcohol when they don't even know the basics of how to pray. We have to first stop the great sins, and then
move gradually to the lesser and lesser ones ... Try to avoid enforcing Islamic punishments as much as possible unless
you are forced to do so.[44]
However AQAP's "clemency drained away under the pressure of war",[44] and the area was taken back by the government. The
failure of this model (according to New York Times correspondent Robert Worth), may have "taught" jihadis a lesson on the need to
instill fear.[44]
The ISIS, is thought to have used for its model a manifesto entitled "The Management of Savagery", which emphasizes the need to
create areas of "savagery", i.e. lawlessness, in enemy territory. Once the enemy was too exhausted and weakened from the
lawlessness (particularly terrorism) to continue to try and govern, the nucleus of a new caliphate could be established in their
absence.[45] The author of "The Management of Savagery", emphasized not so much winning the sympathy of the local Muslims but
extreme violence, writing that: "One who previously engaged in jihad knows that it is naught but violence, crudeness, terrorism,
frightening [others] and massacring -- I am talking about jihad and fighting, not about Islam and one should not confuse them."[45]
(Social-media posts from ISIS territory "suggest that individual executions happen more or less continually, and mass executions
every few weeks", according journalistGraeme Wood.[46] )
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Salafi movement
The Salafi movement or Salafist movement or Salafism is a reform[1] branch[2][3]
or revivalist[4] movement within Sunni Islam[5] that developed in Egypt in the late
19th century as a response to European imperialism.[6][7][8][9][10] However, some
sources cite its roots in the 18th century Wahhabi movement.[11] It advocated a
return to the traditions of the salaf, who are the first three generations of scholars
after the Prophet Muhammad.
The Salafist doctrine is centered around the concept of looking back to a prior
historical period in an effort to understand how the contemporary world should be
ordered.[12] They reject religious innovation or bid'ah, and support the

Salafi mosque in Payyanur, India.

implementation of sharia (Islamic law).[13] The movement is often divided into three
categories: the largest group are the purists (or quietists), who avoid politics; the
second largest group are the activists, who get involved in politics; the third group are the jihadists, who form a minority.[13] In legal
matters, Salafis are divided between those who, in the name of independent legal judgement (ijtihad), reject strict adherence (taqlid)
to the four Sunni schools of law (madhahib), and others who remain faithful to these.[14]
The majority of the Salafis in the Gulf states reside in Qatar, United Arab Emirates and Saudi Arabia.[15] 46.87% of Qataris[15] and
44.8% of Emiratis are Salafis.[15] 5.7% of Bahrainis are Salafis and 2.17% of Kuwaitis are Salafis.[15] Salafis are the "dominant
minority" in Saudi Arabia.[16] There are 4 million Saudi Salafis since 22.9% of Saudis are Salafis (concentrated in Najd).[15] Salafi
literalist creed has also gained some acceptance inTurkey.[17]
At times, Salafism has been deemed a hybrid of Wahhabism and other post-1960s movements.[18] Salafism has become associated
with literalist, strict and puritanical approaches to Islam – and, particularly in the West, with the Salafi Jihadis who espouse violent
[19]
jihad against those they deem to be enemies of Islam as a legitimate expression of Islam.

Academics and historians have used the term "Salafism" to denote "a school of thought which surfaced in the second half of the 19th
century as a reaction to the spread of European ideas" and "sought to expose the roots of modernity within Muslim
civilization."[20][21] However some contemporary Salafis follow "literal, traditional ... injunctions of the sacred texts", looking to Ibn
Taymiyyah or his disciple Ibn Kathir[22] rather than the "somewhat freewheeling interpretation" of 19th century figures Muhammad
Abduh, Jamal al-Din al-Afghani, and Rashid Rida.[23][24]
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Etymology
Salafis consider a hadith that quotes Muhammad saying, "The best of my community are my generation, the ones who follow them
and the ones who follow them."[25] as a call to Muslims to follow the example of those first three generations, known collectively as
the salaf.[26] or "pious Predecessors" ( اﻟﺴﻠﻒ اﻟﺼﺎﻟﺢas-Salaf as-Ṣāliḥ). The salaf are believed to include Muhammad himself,[27]
the "Companions" (Sahabah), the "Followers" (Tabi‘un), and the "Followers of the Followers" T( abi‘ al-Tabi‘in).
Since the fifth Muslim generation or earlier, Sunni theologians have used the examples of the Salaf to understand the texts and tenets
of Islam. At times they have referred to the hadith to differentiate the creed (Aqidah) of the first Muslims from subsequent variations
in creed and methodology (see Madhab), to oppose religious innovation (bid‘ah) and, conversely, to defend particular views and
practices.[28]

Tenets
According to Bernard Haykel, "temporal proximity to the Prophet Muhammad is associated with the truest form of Islam" among
many Sunni Muslims.[29]
Salafis view the Salaf as an eternal model for all succeeding Muslim generations in their beliefs, exegesis, method of worship,
mannerisms, morality, piety and conduct: the Islam they practiced is seen as pure, unadulterated and, therefore, the ultimate authority
for the interpretation of theSunnah.[30]
The Salafi da'wa is a methodology, but it is not a madh'hab in fiqh (jurisprudence) as is commonly misunderstood. Salafis may be
influenced by the Maliki, Shafi'i, Hanbali or the Hanafi schools of Sunni fiqh.[31]
Salafis place great emphasis on practicing actions in accordance with the known sunnah, not only in prayer but in every activity in
daily life. For instance, many are careful always to use three fingers when eating, to drink water in three pauses, and to hold it with
the right hand while sitting.[32]

Views on Taqlid (scholarly authority)
In legal matters, Salafis are divided between those who, in the name of independent legal judgement (ijtihad), reject strict adherence
(taqlid) to the four schools of law (madhahib) and others who remain faithful to these.[33][14][34] Salafi scholars from Saudi Arabia
are generally bound by Hanbali fiqh and advocate following an Imam rather than having individuals try to interpret and understand
scripture alone.[14][35]
Other Salafi scholars, however, believe that taqlid is unlawful. From their perspective, Muslims who follow a madhab without
searching personally for direct evidence may be led astray.[36] The latter group of scholars include Rashid Rida,[37] al-Khajnadee,
Muhammad Abduh,[38] Saleem al-Hilali and Nasir al-Din al-Albani.[39]
At the far end of the spectrum of belief, some Salafis hold that adhering totaqlid is an act of polytheism.[40]

Opposition to the use of kalam
Modern-day proponents of the Athari school of theology largely come from the Salafi (or Wahhabi) movement; they uphold the
athari works of Ibn Taymiyyah.[41] For followers of the Salafi movement, the "clear" (i.e. zahir, apparent, exoteric or literal)
meaning of the Qur'an, and especially the prophetic traditions, has sole authority in matters of belief. They believe that to engage in
[42]
rational disputation (kalam), even if one arrives at the truth, is absolutely forbidden.

Atharis engage in an amodal reading of the Qur'an, as opposed to one engaged in Ta'wil (metaphorical interpretation). They do not
attempt to conceptualize the meanings of the Qur'an rationally, and believe that the "real" modality should be consigned to God alone
(tafwid).[43]

History
Historians and academics date the emergence of Salafism to late 19th-century Egypt.[44][45][9][46] Salafis believe that the label
"Salafiyya" existed from the first few generations of Islam and that it is not a modern movement.[9] To justify this view, Salafis rely
on a handful of quotes from medieval times where the term Salafi is used. However, these quotes provide dubious and weak evidence
[48]
for their claim[47] since the term "Salafiyya" and its derivatives are not commonplace in medieval and pre-modern literature.

One of the quotes used as evidence and widely posted on Salafi websites is from the genealogical dictionary of al-Sam'ani (d. 1166),
who wrote a short entry about the surname "al-Salafi" (the Salafi): "According to what I heard, this [surname indicates one's]
ascription to the pious ancestors and [one's] adoption of their doctrine [madhhabihim]."[49][50] The scholar Lauzière comments that,
"al-Sam'ani could only list two individuals—a father and his son—who were known by it. Plus, the entry contains blank spaces in
lieu of their full names, presumably because al-Sam'ani had forgotten them or did not know them."[50] Further, he states that "alSam'ani's dictionary suggests that the surname was marginal at best, and the lone quotation taken from al-Dhahabi, who wrote 200
years later, does little to prove Salafi claims."[51]
In the modern era, however, many Salafis adopt the surname "al-Salafi" and refer to the label "Salafiyya" in various circumstances to
evoke a specific understanding of Islam that is supposed to differ from that of other Sunnis in terms of creed, law, morals, and
behavior.[51]

Muhammad ibn Abd-al-Wahhab
Modern Salafists consider the 18th-century scholar Muhammed bin 'Abd al-Wahhab and many of his students to have been
Salafis.[52] He started a reform movement in the remote, sparsely populated region of Najd.[53] He advocated purging practices such
as shrine and tomb visitation, which were widespread among Muslims. 'Abd al-Wahhab considered this practice to be idolatry,
representative of impurities and inappropriate innovations inIslam.[31][54]

Trends within Salafism

Some who have observed trends in the Salafist movement have divided Salafis into three groups – purists, activists, and
jihadis.[55][56] Purists focus on education and missionary work to solidify the tawhid; activists focus on political reform and reestablishing a caliphate through the means of evolution, but not violence (sometimes called Salafist activism); and jihadists share
[55]
similar political goals as the politicians, but engage in violent Jihad (sometimes called Salafi jihadism and/or Qutbism).

Purists
"Purists" are Salafists who focus on non-violent da'wah (preaching of Islam), education, and "purification of religious beliefs and
[57]
practices". They dismiss politics as "a diversion or even innovation that leads people away from Islam".

They never oppose rulers. Madkhalism, as an example, is a strain of Salafists viewed as supportive of authoritarian regimes in the
Middle East.[58][59][60] Taking its name from the controversial Saudi Arabian cleric Rabee al-Madkhali, the movement lost its
support in Saudi Arabia proper when several members of the Permanent Committee (the country's clerical body) denounced
Madkhali personally.[61] Influence of both the movement and its figureheads have waned so much within the Muslim world that
analysts have declared it to be a largely European phenomenon.[61]

Activists
Activists are another strain of the global Salafi movement, but different from the Salafi jihadists in that they eschew violence and
different from Salafi purists in that they engage in modern political processes.[62] Due to numerical superiority, the movement has
been referred to as the mainstream of the Salafist movement at times.[60] This trend, who some call "politicos", see politics as "yet
another field in which the Salafi creed has to be applied" in order to safeguard justice and "guarantee that the political rule is based
upon the Shari'a".[57] Al–Sahwa Al-Islamiyya(Islamic Awakening), as example, has been involved in peaceful political reform.Safar
Al-Hawali and Salman al-Ouda are representatives of this trend. Because of being active on social media, they have earned some
support among more educated youth.[63][64]
It's very simple. We want sharia. Sharia in economy, in politics, in judiciary, in our borders and our foreign relations.

— Mohammed Abdel-Rahman, the son of Omar Abdel-Rahman, Time magazine. October
8, 2012[65]

Salafi jihadists
"Salafi Jihadism" was a term invented by Gilles Kepel[66][67] to describe those self-claiming Salafi groups who began developing an
interest in (armed) jihad during the mid-1990s. Practitioners are often referred to as "Salafi jihadis" or "Salafi jihadists". Journalist
Bruce Livesey estimates Salafi jihadists constitute less than 1.0 percent of the world's 1.2 billion Muslims (i.e., less than 10
million).[66]
Another definition of Salafi jihadism, offered by Mohammed M. Hafez, is an "extreme form of Sunni Islamism that rejects
democracy and Shia rule." Hafez distinguished them from apolitical and conservative Salafi scholars (such as
Muhammad Nasiruddin
al-Albani, Muhammad ibn al Uthaymeen, Abd al-Aziz ibn Abd Allah ibn Baaz and Abdul-Azeez ibn Abdullaah Aal ash-Shaikh), but
also from the sahwa movement associated with Salman al-Ouda or Safar Al-Hawali.[68]
An analysis of the Caucasus Emirate, a Salafi jihadist group, was made in 2014 by Darion Rhodes.[69] It analyzes the group's strict
observance of tawhid and its rejection of shirk, taqlid, ijtihad and bid‘ah, while believing that jihad is the only way to advance the
cause of Allah on the earth.[69]
Despite some similarities, the different contemporary self-proclaimed Salafist groups often strongly disapprove of one another and
deny the other's Islamic character.[70]

Views on extremism

In recent years, the Salafi methodology has come to be associated with the jihad of extremist groups that advocate the killing of
innocent civilians. TheEuropean Parliament, in a report commissioned in 2013 claimed that Wahhabi and Salafi groups are involved,
mainly via Saudi charities, in the support and supply of arms to rebel groups around the world.[71] Some Salafi scholars appear to
support extremism and acts of violence. The Egyptian Salafi cleric Mahmoud Shaaban "appeared on a religious television channel
calling for the deaths of main opposition figures Mohammed ElBaradei – a Nobel Peace Prize laureate – and former presidential
candidate Hamdeen Sabahi."[72][73] The popular salafi preacher Zakir Naik speaking of Osama bin Laden, said that he would not
criticise bin Laden because he had not met him and did not know him personally. He added that, "If bin Laden is fighting enemies of
Islam, I am for him," and that "If he is terrorizing America – the terrorist, biggest terrorist – I am with him. Every Muslim should be a
terrorist. The thing is that if he is terrorizing the terrorist, he is following Islam. Whether he is or not, I don’t know, but you as
[74]
Muslims know that, without checking up, laying allegations is also wrong."

Other salafis have rejected the use of violence. The Saudi scholar, Muhammad ibn al Uthaymeen considered suicide bombing to be
unlawful[75][76] and the scholar Abdul Muhsin al-Abbad wrote a treatise entitled:According to which intellect and Religion is Suicide
bombings and destruction considered Jihad?.[75] Muhammad Nasiruddin al-Albani stated that "History repeats itself. Everybody
claims that the Prophet is their role model. Our Prophet spent the first half of his message making dawah, and he did not start it with
jihad".[77]
Salafism is sponsored globally bySaudi Arabia and this ideology is used to justify the violent acts of Jihadi Salafi groups that include
Al-Qaeda, ISIS, Boko Haram, and the Al-Shabaab.[78][79] In addition, Saudi Arabia prints textbooks for schools and universities to
teach Salafism as well as recruit international students from Egypt, Bangladesh, Indonesia, Africa and the Balkans to help spread
Salafism in their local communities.[78][79]
Some other Islamic groups, particularly someSufis, have also complained about extremism among some Salafi. It has been noted that
the Western association of Salafi ideology with violence stems from writings "through the prism of security studies" that were
[80]
published in the late 20th century and that continue to persist.

Regional groups and movements
Saudi Arabia (Wahhabism)
Wahhabism is a more strict, Saudi form of Salafism,[81][82] according to Mark Durie, who states that Saudi leaders "are active and
diligent" using their considerable financial resources "in funding and promoting Salafism all around the world."[83] Ahmad Moussalli
tends to agree with the view that Wahhabism is a subset of Salafism, saying "As a rule, all Wahhabis are salafists, but not all salafists
are Wahhabis".[84]
However, many scholars and critics distinguish between the old form of Saudi Salafism (termed as
Wahhabism) and the new Salafism
in Saudi Arabia. Stéphane Lacroix, a fellow and lecturer at Sciences Po in Paris, also affirmed a distinction between the two: "As
opposed to Wahhabism, Salafism refers […] to all the hybridations that have taken place since the 1960s between the teachings of
Muhammad bin ‘Abd al-Wahhab and other Islamic schools of thought". Hamid Algar and Khaled Abou El Fadl believe, during the
1960s and 70s, Wahhabism rebranded itself as Salafism knowing it could not "spread in the modern Muslim world" as
Wahhabism.[85][86]
Its largesse funded an estimated "90% of the expenses of the entire faith", throughout the Muslim World, according to journalist
Dawood al-Shirian.[87] It extended to young and old, from children's madrasas to high-level scholarship.[88] "Books, scholarships,
fellowships, mosques" (for example, "more than 1,500 mosques were built from Saudi public funds over the last 50 years") were paid
for.[89] It rewarded journalists and academics, who followed it and built satellite campuses around Egypt for Al Azhar, the oldest and
most influential Islamic university.[90] Yahya Birt counts spending on "1,500 mosques, 210 Islamic centres and dozens of Muslim
academies and schools" [91] at a cost of around $2–3bn annually since 1975.[92] To put the number into perspective, the propaganda
budget of the Soviet Union was about $1bn per annum.[92]

This spending has done much to overwhelm less strict local interpretations of Islam, according to observers like Dawood al-Shirian
and Lee Kuan Yew,[87] and has caused the Saudi interpretation (sometimes called "petro-Islam"[93] ) to be perceived as the correct
[94][95]
interpretation – or the "gold standard" of Islam – in many Muslims' minds.

Salafis are often calledWahhabis, which they consider a derogatory term.[96]

South Asia (Ahl-i Hadith movement)
Ahl-i Hadith is a religious movement that emerged in Northern India in the mid-nineteenth century.[97] Adherents of Ahl-i-Hadith
regard the Quran, sunnah, and hadith as the sole sources of religious authority and oppose everything introduced in Islam after the
earliest times.[98] In particular, they reject taqlid (following legal precedent) and favor ijtihad (independent legal reasoning) based on
the scriptures.[97] The movement's followers call themselves Salafi, while others refer to them as Wahhabi,[99] or consider them a
variation on the Wahhabi movement.[100][101] In recent decades the movement has expanded its presence in Pakistan, Bangladesh,
and Afghanistan.[97][98]
Syed Nazeer Husain from Delhi and Siddiq Hasan Khan of Bhopal are regarded as the founder of the movement. Folk Islam and
Sufism, commonly popular with the poor and working class in the region, are anathema to Ahl-i Hadith beliefs and practices. This
attitude toward Sufism has brought the movement into conflict with the rival Barelvi movement even more so than the Barelvis'
rivals, the Deobandis.[102] Ahl-i Hadith followers identify with the Zahiri madhhab.[103] The movement draws both inspiration and
financial support fromSaudi Arabia.[104][105]

Egypt
There are 5 to 6 million Salafis in Egypt.[106] Salafis in Egypt are not united under a single banner or unified leadership. The main
Salafi trends in Egypt are Al-Sunna Al-Muhammadeyya Society, The Salafist Calling, al-Madkhaliyya Salafism, Activist Salafism,
and al-Gam’eyya Al-Shar’eyya.[107] Since 2015 the Egyptian government has banned books associated with the Salafi
movement.[108]
Al-Sunna Al-Muhammadeyya Society, also known as Ansar Al-Sunna, was founded in 1926 by Sheikh Mohamed Hamed El-Fiqi
(d.), a 1916 graduate of Al-Azhar and a student of the famed Muslim reformer Muhammed Abduh. It is considered the main Salafi
group in Egypt. El-Fiqi's ideas were resentful of Sufism. But unlike Muhammed Abduh, Ansar Al-Sunna follows the tawhid as
preached by Ibn Taymiyyah.[107]
Salafist Call is another influential Salafist organisation. It is the outcome of student activism during the 1970s. While many of the
activists joined the Muslim Brotherhood, a faction led by Mohammad Ismail al-Muqaddim, influenced by Salafists of Saudi Arabia
[109]
established the Salafist Calling between 1972 and 1977.

Salafist Call created the Al-Nour Party after the 2011 Egyptian Revolution. It has an ultra-conservative Islamist ideology, which
believes in implementing strictSharia law.[110] In the 2011–12 Egypt parliamentary elections, the Islamist Bloc led by Al‑Nour party
received 7,534,266 votes out of a total 27,065,135 correct votes (28%). The Islamist Bloc gained 127 of the 498 parliamentary seats
contested,[111] second-place after the Muslim Brotherhood's Freedom and Justice Party. Al‑Nour Party itself won 111 of the 127
seats. From January 2013 the party gradually distanced itself from Mohammad Morsi's Brotherhood government, and came to join
the opposition in the July 2013 coup which ousted Morsi.[112] A lawsuit against the party was dismissed on 22 September 2014
because the court indicated it had no jurisdiction.[113] A case on the dissolution of the party was adjourned until 17 January
2015.[114] Another court case that was brought forth to dissolve the party[115] was dismissed after the Alexandria Urgent Matters
[116]
Court ruled on 26 November 2014 that it lacked jurisdiction.

According to Ammar Ali Hassan of al-Ahram, while Salafis and the Muslim Brotherhood agree on many issues such as the need to
"Islamize" society and restricting private property rights by legally requiring all Muslims to give alms, the former has nevertheless
rejected the flexibility of the latter on the issue of whether women and Christians should be entitled to serve in high office, as well as
its relatively tolerant attitude towards Iran.[117]

Tunisia
Salafism has been dismissively labeled as "ultra-conservative", in the context of
Tunesia after the 2011 revolution.[118]

France
In France, in 2015 police say that salafism is represented in 90 out of 2500 investigated religious communities, which is double the
number compared to five years earlier.[119]

Germany
Salafism is a growing movement in Germany whose aim of a Islamic dictatorship is incompatible with a Western democracy.[120]
Estimates by German interior intelligence service show that it grew from 3,800 members in 2011 to 7,500 members in 2015.[121] In
Germany, most of the recruitment to the movement is done on the Internet and also on the streets,[121] a propaganda drive which
mostly attracts youth.[121] There are two ideological camps, one advocates political Salafism and directs its recruitment efforts
towards non-Muslims and non-Salafist Muslims to gain influence in society.[121] The other and minority movement, the jihadist
Salafism, advocates gaining influence by the use of violence and nearly all identified terrorist cells in Germany came from Salafist
circles.[121]
In 2015, Sigmar Gabriel, Vice-Chancellor of Germany, spoke out, saying "We need Saudi Arabia to solve the regional conflicts, but
we must at the same time make clear that the time to look away is past. Wahhabi mosques are financed all over the world by Saudi
[122]
Arabia. In Germany, many dangerous Islamists come from these communities."

In November 2016, nationwide raids were conducted on the SalafistTrue Religion (Islamist organization).[123][124][125]
According to the German Federal Office for the Protection of the Constitution in Cologne, the number of Salafists in Germany grew
from 9,700 in December 2016 to 10,800 in December 2017. In addition to the rise, the Salafist movement in Germany was
increasingly fractured which made them harder to monitor by authorities.[120] According to the office, street distributions of Quran
took place less frequently which was described as a success for the authorities.[120] Radicalisation changed character, from taking
place in mosques and interregional Salafist organisations to more often happening in small circles, which increasingly formed on the
[120]
internet. A further development was a rise in participation of women.

According to the FFGI atGoethe University Frankfurt, wahhabist ideology is spread in Germany as in other European country mostly
by an array of informal, personal and organisational networks, where organisations closely associated with the government of Saudi
Arabia such as the Muslim World League (WML) and the World Association of Muslim Youth are actively participating.[126]

China
Salafism is opposed by a number ofHui Muslims Sects in Chinasuch as by the Gedimu, Sufi Khafiya and Jahriyya, to the extent that
even the fundamentalist Yihewani (Ikhwan) Chinese sect, founded by Ma Wanfu after Salafi inspiration, condemned Ma Debao and
Ma Zhengqing as heretics when they attempted to introduce Salafism as the main form of Islam. Ma Debao established a Salafi
school, called the Sailaifengye (Salafi), in Lanzhou and Linxia. It is completely separate from other Muslim sects in China.[127]
Muslim Hui avoid Salafis, even if they are family members.[128] The number of Salafis in China are not included on percentage lists
of Muslim sects in China.[129] The Kuomintang Sufi Muslim General Ma Bufang, who backed the Yihewani (Ikhwan) Muslims,
persecuted the Salafis and forced them into hiding. They were not allowed to move or worship openly. The Yihewani had become
secular and Chinese nationalists; they considered the Salafiyya to be "heterodox" (xie jiao) and people who followed foreigners'
teachings (waidao). After the Communists took power, Salafis were allowed to worship openly again.[130]

Bosnia and Herzegovina

Many religious buildings were destroyed in the Bosnian War during the 90s and mosques were frequently rebuilt with the aid of
funds from Saudi Arabia in exchange for Saudi control which became the starting point of the wahhabist influence in Bosnia.[131]
Due to the wahhabism that came along with Saudi aid to rebuild the mosque and along with Gulf-trained imams mandated by the
salafist influence, all-covering veils such as niqab and burqa have become more prevalent and the issue of polygamy was debated in
parliament due to pressure from islamist groups.[131] According to a study from 2005, over 3% of the mainstream Sunni Muslim
[132]
population (around 60,000 people) of Bosnia and Herzegovina identified themselves as wahhabist.

Vietnam
An attempt at Salafist expansion among the Muslim Chams in Vietnam has been halted by Vietnamese government controls,
however, the loss of the Salafis among Chams has been to be benefit ofTablighi Jamaat.[133]

Sweden
Representatives from the mosque in Gävle are promoting this variant of Islam, which in Sweden is considered extreme. According to
researcher Aje Carlbom at Malmö University. The organisation behind the missionary work is Swedish United Dawah Center,
abbreviated SUDC.[134] SUDC is characterised as a salafist group by a researcher of religious history at Stockholm University and it
has many links to British Muslim Abdur Raheem Green.[134] According to professor Mohammed Fazlhashemi, salafists are opposed
to rational theology and hate shia Muslims above all.[134] Further name=gd_7sep2015>"(sv) Gävles moské vill sprida extrem
tolkning av islam". Gefle Dagblad. 7 September 2015. Retrieved 8 September 2015.</ref> Three Muslim community organisations in
Malmö invited reportedly antisemitic and homophobic salafist lecturers such as Salman al-Ouda. One of the organisations, Alhambra
is a student at society Malmö University.[135]
In Hässleholm the Ljusets moské (translated: "the mosque of light") is spreading salafi ideology and portray shia Muslims as
apostates and traitors in social media while the atrocities of the Islamic state are never mentioned.[136] In 2009 the imam Abu alHareth at the mosque was sentenced to six years in jail for the attempted murder of a local shia Muslim from Iraq and another
member set fire to a shia mosque inMalmö.[136]
In 2017 Swedish Security Policereported that the number of jihadists in Sweden had risen to thousands from about 200 in 2010.[137]
[138]
Based on social media analysis, an increase was noted in 2013.

Qatar
[139] The national mosque
Similar to Saudi Arabia, most citizens of Qatar adhere to a strict sect of Salafism referred to as ahhabism.
W

of Qatar is the Imam Muhammad ibn Abd al-Wahhab Mosque named after the founder of Wahhabism.[140] Similar to Saudi Arabian
sponsorship of Salafism, Qatar has also funded the construction of mosques that promote the aW
hhabi Salafism.
Unlike the strict practice of Wahhabi Salafism in Saudi Arabia, Qatar has demonstrated an alternative view of Wahhabism. In Qatar,
women are allowed by law to drive, non-Muslims have access to pork and liquor through a state-owned distribution center, and
[141] Also, Qatar hosts branches of several American universities
religious police do not force businesses to close during prayer times.

and a "Church City" in which migrant workers may practice their religion.[142][143] The adoption of a more liberal interpretation of
Wahhabism is largely credited to Qatar's young Emir, Tamim bin Hamad Al Thani.
Yet, Qatar's more tolerant interpretation of Wahhabism compared to Saudi Arabia has drawn backlash from Qatari citizens and
foreigners. The Economist reported that a Qatari cleric criticized the state's acceptance of un-Islamic practices away from the public
sphere and complained that Qatari citizens are oppressed.[141] Although Qatari gender separation is less strict than that found in
Saudi Arabia, plans to offer co-ed lectures were put aside after threats to boycott Qatar's segregated public university.[141]
Meanwhile, there have been reports of local discontent with the sale of alcohol in Qatar
.[144]

Qatar has also drawn widespread criticism for attempting to spread its fundamental religious interpretation both through military and
non-military channels. Militarily, Qatar has been criticized for funding rebel Islamist extremist fighters in the Libyan Crisis and the
Syrian Civil War. In Libya, Qatar funded allies of Ansar al-Sharia, the jihadist group thought to be behind the killing of former U.S.
ambassador Christopher Stevens, while channeling weapons and money to the Islamist Ahrar al-Sham group in Syria.[145] In
addition, Qatar-based charities and online campaigns, such as Eid Charity and Madid Ahl al-Sham, have a history of financing
terrorist groups in Syria.[146][147] Qatar has also repeatedly provided financial support to the Gaza government led by the militant
Hamas organization while senior Hamas officials have visited Doha and hosted Qatari leaders in Gaza.[148][149] Qatar also gave
approximately $10 billion to the government of Egypt duringMohamed Morsi's time in office.[150]
Non-militarily, Qatar state-funded broadcaster Al Jazeera has come under criticism for selective reporting in coordination with
Qatar's foreign policy objectives.[151] In addition, reports have condemned Qatar's financing of the construction of mosques and
Islamic centers in Europe as attempts to exert the state's Salafist interpretation of Islam.[152] Reports of Qatar attempting to impact
the curriculum of U.S. schools and buy influence in universities have also spread.[153][154] The nearby Gulf States of Saudi Arabia,
Bahrain, and the United Arab Emirates have been among the countries that have condemned Qatar's actions. In 2014, the three Gulf
countries withdrew their ambassadors from Qatar referencing Qatar's failure to commit to non-interference in the affairs of other Gulf
Cooperation Council (GCC) countries.[155] Saudi Arabia has also threatened to block land and sea borders with Qatar
.[156]

Statistics
Worldwide there are roughly 50 million Salafists,[157] including roughly 20 to 30 million Salafis in India,[158] 5 to 6 million Salafis
in Egypt,[106] and 1.6 million Salafis in Sudan.[159] Salafi communities are smaller elsewhere, including roughly 10,000 in Tunisia,
17,000 in Morocco, 7,000 in Jordan, 17,000 in France and 5,000 in Germany
.[160]
It is often reported from various sources, including the German domestic intelligence service (Bundesnachrichtendienst), that
[161][162][163][164]
Salafism is the fastest-growing Islamic movement in the world.

Other usage
Modernist Salafism
As opposed to the traditionalist Salafism discussed throughout this article, academics and historians have used the term "Salafism" to
denote modernists, "a school of thought which surfaced in the second half of the 19th century as a reaction to the spread of European
ideas" and "sought to expose the roots of modernity within Muslim civilization."[20][21] They are also known as Modernist
Salafis.[165][166][167][168] However contemporary Salafis follow "literal, traditional […] injunctions of the sacred texts", looking to
Ibn Taymiyyah rather than the "somewhat freewheeling interpretation" of 19th-century figures Muhammad Abduh, Jamal al-Din alAfghani, and Rashid Rida.[23][24]
The origins of contemporary Salafism in the modernist "Salafi Movement" of Jamal al-Din al-Afghani and Muhammad Abduh is
noted by some,[169][170] while others say Islamic Modernism only influenced contemporary Salafism.[171] However, the former
notion has been rejected by majority.[172][173][174] According to Quintan Wiktorowicz:
There has been some confusion in recent years because both the Islamic modernists and the contemporary Salafis
refer (referred) to themselves as al-salafiyya, leading some observers to erroneously conclude a common ideological
lineage. The earlier salafiyya (modernists), however
, were predominantly rationalist Asharis.[55]
Inspired by Islamic modernists, groups like Muslim Brotherhood, Jamaat-e-Islami etc. are called Salafis in this context.[175] Muslim
[176]
Brotherhood include the term salafi in the "About Us" section of its website.

In this context "in terms of their respective formation, Wahhabism and Salafism were quite distinct. Wahhabism was a pared-down
Islam that rejected modern influences, while Salafism sought to reconcile Islam with modernism. What they had in common is that
both rejected traditional teachings on Islam in favor of direct, ‘fundamentalist’ reinterpretation. Although Salafism and Wahhabism
began as two distinct movements, Faisal's embrace of Salafi (Muslim Brotherhood) pan-Islamism resulted in cross-pollination
between ibn Abd al-Wahhab's teachings on tawhid, shirk and bid‘ah andSalafi interpretations of ahadith(the sayings of Muhammad).
Some Salafis nominated ibn Abd al-Wahhab as one of the Salaf (retrospectively bringing Wahhabism into the fold of Salafism), and
the Muwahideen began calling themselves Salafis."[177]

In the broadest sense
In a broad sense, Salafi (follower of Salaf) means any reform movement that calls for resurrection of Islam by going back to its
origin. In line with Wahhabism they promote a literal understanding of the sacred texts of Islam and reject other more liberal
reformist movements such as those inspired for example by[178] Muhammad Abduh or by Muhammad Iqbal.[173]

Criticism
Islamic opposition
Scholars from Al-Azhar University of Cairo produced a work of religious opinions entitled al-Radd (The Response) to refute the
views of the Salafi movement.[179] Al-Radd singles out numerous Salafi aberrations – in terms of ritual prayer alone it targets for
criticism the following Salafi claims:[180]
The claim that it is prohibited to recite God's name during the minor ablution [Fatwa 50]
The claim that it is obligatory for men and women to perform the major ablution on Friday [Fatwa 63]
The claim that it is prohibited to own a dog for reasons other than hunting [Fatwa 134]
The claim that it is prohibited to use alcohol for perfumes [Fatwa 85].
One of the authors of al-Radd, the Professor of Law Anas Abu Shady states that, "they [the Salafis] want to be everything to
everyone. They're interested not only in the evident (al-zahir), although most of their law goes back to the Muhalla [of the Ẓāhirī
[181]
scholar Ibn Hazm], but they also are convinced that they alone understand the hidden (al-batin)!"

The Syrian scholar Mohamed Said Ramadan Al-Bouti wrote a number of works refuting Salafism including Al-La Madhhabiyya
(Abandoning the Madhhabs) is the most dangerous Bid‘ah Threatening the Islamic Shari'a (Damascus: Dar al-Farabi 2010) and AlSalafiyya was a blessed epoch, not a school of thought (Damascus: Dar al-Fikr, 1990).[179] The latter is perhaps the most famous
refutation of Salafism in the twentieth century
.[182]
Numerous academic rebuttals of Salafism have been produced in the English language by Khaled Abou El Fadl of the UCLA School
of Law, Timothy Winter of Cambridge University and G.F. Haddad.[179] El Fadl argues that fanatical groups such as al-Qaeda
"derive their theological premises from the intolerant Puritanism of the Wahhabi and Salafi creeds".[183] He also suggests that the
extreme intolerance and even endorsement of terrorism manifest in Wahhabism and Salafism represents a deviation from Muslim
historical traditions.[183] El-Fadl also argues that the Salafi methodology "drifted into stifling apologetics" by the mid-20th century, a
reaction against "anxiety" to "render Islam compatible with modernity
," by its leaders earlier in the century.[184]
According to the As-Sunnah Foundation of America, the Salafi and Wahhabi movements are strongly opposed by a long list of Sunni
scholars.[185] The Saudi government has been criticised for damaging Islamic heritage of thousands of years in Saudi Arabia. For
example, there has been some controversy that the expansion projects of the mosque and Mecca itself are causing harm to early
Islamic heritage. Many ancient buildings, some more than a thousand years old, have been demolished to make room not only for the
expansion of the Masjid al-Haram, but for new malls and hotels.[186][187][188][189][190] Though some Salafis who attended a lecture
by The City Circle in the UK, were equally as opposed to it as other Muslims.[191] The Salafi movement has been linked by Marc
Sageman to some terrorist groups around the world, likeAl-Qaeda.[192]

Sociological criticism
Although Salafism claims to re-establish Islamic values and protects Islamic culture, sociological observations show, that Salafism
does not match with Islamic traditions. Actually elements of Islamic culture, such as music, poems, literature and philosophy is
regarded as works of the devil.[193] Generally, Salafis do not adhere to traditional Islamic communities, and those who do, often
oppose the traditional Islamic values.[194]

German government's statement on Salafism
German government officials[195] have stated that Salafism has a strong link to terrorism but have clarified that not all Salafists are
terrorists. The statements by German government officials criticizing Salafism were televised by Deutsche Welle during April
2012.[196][197]

Prominent Salafis
Abd al-Aziz ibn Baz, Saudi Arabian Grand Mufti[198]
Abdullaah al-Ghudayyan, late Saudi Arabian Salafi scholar (died 2010)
Abdullah el-Faisal, Jamaican Muslim leader[199][200]
Abul A'la Maududi, Pakistani scholar and philosopher
Abdur Raheem Green[201]
Abu Qatada, Jordanian cleric[202][203]
Ali al-Tamimi, contemporary American Islamic leader[204]
Anjem Choudary, 21st-century British Salafi figure[205][206][207][208]
Anwar al-Awlaki, leader of American/Yemeni terror group Al-Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula (AQAP)[209]
Bilal Philips, Canadian Salafi imam[210]
Feiz Mohammad[211]
Haitham al-Haddad, British Salafi cleric[212]
Muhammad Al-Munajjid, Salafi scholar[213]
[214]
Muhammad ibn al Uthaymeen, late Saudi Arabian Salafi scholar (died 1999)
Muhammad Nasiruddin al-Albani(died 1999), Albanian-Syrian scholar who published more than 100 books, lectured
widely, and taught briefly in Saudi Arabia[18]

Mohammed Yusuf (Boko Haram), Nigerian Muslim[215]
Abu Bakar Bashir, leader of Indonesian terror group J( ema'ah Islamiyah)
Nasir al-Fahd, Saudi Arabian Salafist scholar who supports jihad, opposes the Saudi state, and in 2012 proclaimed
allegiance to ISIS[216]
Omar Bakri Muhammad, 21st-century Salafi Jihadist preacher[217]
Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi, leader of terrorist group (Islamic State, known as ISIS, ISIL, IS, Daesh)
[218][219]
Osama bin Laden, Saudi Arabian cleric who developed and led the terror groupAl-Qaeda)
(
Rabee al-Madkhali, Saudi scholar and former head of the Sunnah Studies Department at the
Islamic University of
[220][221]
Madinah. He is disassociated with extremist insurgent groups.
Yasir Qadhi, American Muslim cleric, professor atRhodes College, and author; also Dean of Academic Studies at
international al-Maghrib Institute[222]

Zakir Naik, Salafi ideologue in India[223]

See also
Ahl al-Hadith
International propagation of Salafism and W
ahhabism
Islam in Saudi Arabia
Islamic fundamentalism
Islamic schools and branches
Muslim World League

Petro-Islam
Shirk (Islam)
Sufi–Salafi relations
Wahhabi movement
Deobandi movement
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Islamofascism
"Islamic fascism" (first described in 1933), also known since 1990 as "Islamofascism",[1][2] is a term drawing an analogy between
the ideological characteristics of specific Islamist movements and a broad range of European fascist movements of the early 20th
century, neofascist movements, or totalitarianism.
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Origins of the term "Islamofascism"
The term "Islamofascism" is defined in the New Oxford American Dictionary as "a term equating some modern Islamic movements
[3]
with the European fascist movements of the early twentieth century".

The earliest known use of the contiguous term Islamic Fascism dates to 1933 when Akhtar Ḥusayn Rā’ēpūrī, in an attack on
Muḥammad Iqbāl, defined attempts to secure the independence of Pakistan as a form of Islamic fascism.[4] Some analysts consider
Manfred Halpern's use of the phrase 'neo-Islamic totalitarianism' in his 1963 book The Politics of Social Change in the Middle East
and North Africa, as a precursor to the concept of Islamofascism, in that he discusses Islamism as a new kind of fascism.[5] Halpern's
primary case was based on an analysis of the Muslim Brotherhood in Egypt, and he argued that such Islamic movements were an
obstacle to the military regimes who were in his view representatives of a new middle class capable of modernizing the Middle
East.[6][7] Halpern's work, commissioned by the United States Air Force from the Rand Corporation, arguably represents a mix of
mid-Cold War analysis and orientalism.[8]
In 1978, Maxime Rodinson, a distinguished Marxist scholar of Islam, responded to French avant-garde enthusiasm for Khomeini's
revolution in a three part article in Le Monde, by arguing that, in response to successive assaults by Crusaders, Mongols, Turks and
Western imperialism, Islamic countries had come to feel embattled, and the impoverished masses had come to think of their elites,
linked to foreigners, as devoid of traditional piety. Both nationalism and socialism imported from the West were recast in religious
terms, in a process of political Islamicization which would be devoid of the progressive side of nationalism and revert to what he
called "a type of archaic fascism" characterized by policing the state to enforce a totalitarian moral and social order
.[9]
The earliest example of the term "Islamofascism," according to William Safire,[10] occurs in an article penned by the Scottish scholar
and writer Malise Ruthven writing in 1990. Ruthven used it to refer to the way in which traditional Arab dictatorships used religious
appeals in order to stay in power.[11][12] Malise Ruthven, Construing Islam as a Language, The Independent 8 September 1990.
"Nevertheless there is what might be called a political problem affecting the Muslim world. In contrast to the heirs of some other
non-Western traditions, including Hinduism, Shintoism and Buddhism, Islamic societies seem to have found it particularly hard to

institutionalise divergences politically: authoritarian government, not to say Islamo-fascism, is the rule rather than the exception from
Morocco to Pakistan."[13] Ruthven doubts that he himself coined the term, stating that the attribution to him is probably due to the
[14]
fact that internet search engines don't go back beyond 1990.

Popularisation of the term after 2001
As a neologism it was adopted broadly in the wake of the September 11 attacks to intimate that either all Muslims, or those Muslims
who spoke of their social or political goals in terms of Islam, were fascists.[15] Khalid Duran is often credited with devising the
phrase at that date. He used it in 2001 to characterize Islamism generally, as a doctrine that would compel both a state and its citizens
to adopt the religion of Islam,[3][16][17] journalist Stephen Schwartz has also claimed priority as the first Westerner to adopt the term
in the aftermath of the attack on the World Trade Center in an article in The Spectator, where he used it to describe the Wahhabi
ideology of Osama Bin Laden.[4][18][19] and defined it as the "use of the faith of Islam as a cover for totalitarian ideology."[20] The
term was sufficiently in vogue by 2002 to lead the cultural historian Richard Webster to remonstrate with its usage, in arguing that
grouping many different political ideologies, terrorist and insurgent groups, governments, and religious sects into one single idea of
"Islamofascism" both grossly oversimplifies, and induces us to ignore root causes, a key one of which, in his view, was 'the history of
[21]
Western colonialism in the Middle East, and above all in Palestine'.

Accounts differ as to who popularized the term. President George W. Bush introduced the term officially during his
presidency.[22][23] According to Safire, author Christopher Hitchens was responsible for its diffusion, while Valerie Scatamburlo
d'Annibale argues that its popularization is due to the work of Eliot Cohen, former counselor to Condoleezza Rice, reputed
occasionally to be "the most influential neocon in academe".[24][25] It circulated in neoconservative circles for some years after 2001
and came into wider currency after President George W. Bush, still grappling to find a phrase that might identify the nature of the
"evil" which would define the nature of his enemy in the War on Terror, stated in 2005 that Islamofascism was an ideology
synonymous with Islamic radicalism and militant jihadism, which, he then clarified, was decidedly distinct from the religion of
Islam.[26] It moved into the mainstream in August 2006.[27] After the arrest of Islamic terrorists suspected of preparing to blow up
airlines, Bush once more alluded to "Islamic Fascists", apparently a "toned-down" variant of the word,[28] The public use of the
neologism and the analogousIslamic fascism during the run-up to the U.S. 2006 mid-term elections,[29] perhaps with a specific focus
group in mind,[30] provoked an outcry, or storm of protest, and was quickly dropped from the president's rhetorical armory.[19][31]
Katha Pollitt, stating the principle that, "if the control the language, you control the debate", remarked that while the term looked
"analytic", it was emotional and "intended to get us to think less and fear".[27] David Gergen, former speechwriter forRichard Nixon,
commented that the phrase "confuses more than it clarifies", for "Islamic fascism has no meaning" in the Arab world.[19]
Neoconservative writers, critics and scholars from Hitchens to Robert Wistrich however responded that the Muslim religion itself is
fascistic, a view which, in identifying Islam with political fascism, was lambasted for being as offensive as the term Judeo-Nazi[32]
coined in the 1970s by Yeshayahu Leibowitz, editor of the Encyclopedia Hebraica, to characterize Messianic Jews settling in the
occupied West Bank.[33] Hitchens replied that the link is no more deleterious than that made by Leibowitz, or by left-wing analysts
who wrote of clerical fascism.
David Horowitz developed an "Islamo-Fascist Awareness Week" consisting of 26 workshops on university campuses, between 22–26
October 2007.[24][33] Critics call it a (conservative) buzzword.[17][26] A number of Republicans, such as Rick Santorum, used it as
shorthand for terrorists,[26] and Donald Rumsfeld dismissed critics of the invasion of Iraq as appeasers of a "new type of
fascism".[29] In April 2008, the Associated Press reported that US federal agencies, including the State Department and the
Department of Homeland Security, were advised to stop using the term Islamo-fascism in a fourteen-point memo issued by the
Extremist Messaging Branch, a department of another federal body known as the National Counterterrorism Center. Aimed at
improving the presentation of the War on Terrorism before Muslim audiences and the media, the memo states: "We are
communicating with, not confronting, our audiences. Don't insult or confuse them with pejorative terms such as 'Islamo-fascism,'
which are considered offensive by many Muslims."[34] By 2007 Norman Podhoretz, arguing that the United States was in the midst
of World War IV, identified Iran as the main center of the Islamofascist ideology he was convinced America had been fighting since
[35][36]
2001. Podhoretz called on the United States to bomb Iran as "soon as logistically possible".

Exposition of the term in the commentariat

Schwartz's approach argues that several factors buttressed his notion of a similarity between fascism and Islamic fundamentalist
terror:
1. Resentment by an economically frustrated middle class as feeding the rage that led to fascism, something that fitted
Al-Qaeda's hold on sections of the Saudi, Pakistani, and Egyptian middle classes, and also on Hezbollah's attraction
for Shiites in Lebanon;
2. Most forms of Fascism to date have been imperialistic, as are, he claimed,
Wahhabis and Hezbollah;
3. It was totalitarian insofar as Islamic fundamentalist may imposetakfir, putting all members of global Islam who
dissent with their extremism outside theUmmah;
4. Both have paramilitary organizations, and not just a politically organized ideological grouping. While none of these
are intrinsic to Islam, he stated, they are all part of Islamofascism, and the distortion mirrors that brand Christian
of
extremism which led to clerical fascism.[37]
Hitchens, though preferring to speak of "fascism with an Islamic face", a variation on the phrase "Islam with a fascist face" deployed
by Fred Halliday to describe developments in Iran after the overthrow of the Shah in 1979,[38] insisted that Bin Ladenism and
Salafism shared similarities with clerical fascism, a term already used by Walter Laqueur to refer to the recent form a resurgent
Islamic fundamentalism was taking.[39][40] Such clerical fascism was, he argued, like Islamic fundamentalism, had a devotion to a
charismatic leader, a point contested by Frederick W. Kagan,[41] trusted in the authoritative power of one book, was queasy about
sexual deviance, contemptuous of women, hostile to modernity. nostalgic for past glories, toxicly Judeophobic, obsessed with old
grievances, real and imagined, and addicted to revenge. Islamofascism was, he allowed, not perfectly congruent, with European
fascism, in that the latter idealized the nation-state. Islam has no concept of a master race. On the other hand, he affirmed, the notion
of a revived Caliphate might lend itself to an analogy with Hitler's Greater Germany, and Mussolini's desire to revive the Roman
Empire, as Islamic rhetoric about the pure believers as opposed to thekuffār suggests a non-ethnic based form ofcleansing.[33]
The American journalist and former Nixon speechwriter William Safire wrote that the term fulfilled a need for a term to distinguish
traditional Islam from terrorists: "Islamofascism may have legs: the compound defines those terrorists who profess a religious
[10]
mission while embracing totalitarian methods and helps separate them from devout Muslims who want no part of terrorist means."

Eric Margolis denied any resemblance between anything in the Muslim world, with its local loyalties and consensus decision-making
and the historic, corporative-industrial states of the West. "The Muslim World", he argued, "is replete with brutal dictatorships, feudal
monarchies, and corrupt military-run states, but none of these regimes, however deplorable, fits the standard definition of fascism.
Most, in fact, are America's allies."[42]
Malise Ruthven opposed redefining Islamism as "Islamofascism," a term whose usage has been "much abused".[43] The Islamic label
can be used for legitimizing and labeling a movement, but ideology must be distinguished from the brand name associated with it.
The difference between Islamic movements and fascism are more "compelling" than the analogies. Islam defies doctrinal
unification.[44][45] No particular order of government can be deduced from Islamic texts, any more than from Christianity. Spanish
fascists drew support from traditional Catholic doctrines, but by the same token, other Catholic thinkers have defended democracy in
terms of the same theological traditions.[46]

Evaluation by historians and scholars
The widespread use in mass media of the term "Islamofascism" has been challenged as confusing because of its conceptual fuzziness.
George Orwell, it has been noted in this connection, observed as early as 1946 that "[T]he word Fascism has now no meaning except
in so far as it signifies 'something not desirable'", and linking Islam to that concept was more a matter of denigration than of
ideological clarity.[47][48] Chibli Mallat, while noting that the term is controversial, thinks it warranted but notes that there is
something anomalous about Islam being singled out, since fascist practices among Jews in Israel, Buddhists in Burma, and Narendra
Modi's Hindi constituencies in India do not generate the same terminology: one rarely hears of Hindu-, Buddhist- or Judeofascism.[49] A number of scholars and thinkers, such as Michel Onfray,[50] Michael Howard, Jeffrey Herf, Walter Laqueur, and
Robert Wistrich have argued that the link between fascism and Islam/Islamic radicalism is sound. Many scholars who specialize in
Islam and the Arabic world are skeptical of the thesis: Reza Aslan, for one, identifies the roots of jihadism not in the Qur'an, but in
the writings of modern Arab anti-colonialists and, doctrinally, to Ahmad Ibn Taymiyyah[51] Historians like Niall Ferguson dismiss
the word as an "extraordinary neologism" positing a conceptual analogy when there is "virtually no overlap between the ideology of
al Qaeda and fascism".[52]

Walter Laqueur, after reviewing this and related terms, concluded that "Islamic fascism, Islamophobia and antisemitism, each in its
[53]
way, are imprecise terms we could well do without but it is doubtful whether they can be removed from our political lexicon."

Scholars who affirm a relation between Islamic political movements and fascism
Manfred Halpern, the first major thinker to characterize politicized Islam as
a fascist movement, called it "Neo-Islamic Totalitarianism" in his classic
1963 study The Politics of Social Change in the Middle East and North
Africa.[54][55][5]
The French Marxist Maxime Rodinson described Islamic movements such as
the Muslim Brotherhood as a "type of archaic fascism" whose goal was the
establishment of a "totalitarian state whose political police world brutally
enforce the moral and social order."[5] He accused the French left of
[5]
celebrating in Islamism a religious form of fascism.

The sociologist Saïd Amir Arjomand has argued since 1984 that Islamism
and fascism share essential features, an argument he made at some length in
his 1989 book The Turban for the Crown; The Islamic revolution in Iran.[5]
Michael Howard has defended the use of the term drawing parallels between
Wahhabism and European Fascist ideology.[56] Howard was initially deeply
unhappy with George Bush's idea of a global war on terror: it was not a war
in his view, except metaphorically, and one cannot wage war against an
abstract concept like terror. Giving one's adversary a belligerent status by
reciprocating their idea that they are engaged in a war, as opposed to a
confrontation, was against British policy in suppressing insurgencies in
Malaya, Ireland, India and Palestine, where the question was one of
"criminal disruption of civil order".[56] Yet Howard endorsed Bush's
description of the adversary as "Islamic fascists", though he qualified this by
stating that "although they are no more typical of their religion than the
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fanatics who have committed abominations in the name of Christianity", and
their teachings are as much derived from Western notions as from Islam.[57]
Fascism is, for Howard, "the rejection of the entire legacy of the Enlightenment" with its values of "reason, toleration, open-ended
inquiry and the rule of law".[56]
In an April 2010 article in The New Republic, historian Jeffrey Herf, elaborating on a talk given to the U.S. State Department in
Washington, D.C., outlined what he regarded as the ideological linkage of Islamism with World War II Nazi antisemitic propaganda
which was broadcast to Muslims throughout the Middle East. He considered radical Islam as the third major form of totalitarian
ideology, though closer to fascism and Nazism than Communism in sharing continuities with the former two, such as Judeophobia
and anti-Zionism. Radical Islam fitted the model of reactionary modernism in its rejection of democracy and espousal of technology.
Islamic Nazi propagandist rhetoric assured Germans they would "exterminate the Jews before the Jews had a chance to exterminate
them" and:
echoes of these arguments come across loud and clear in the Hamas covenant of 1988, bin Laden's declaration of war
against the "Zionist-Crusader alliance", Ahmadinejad's calls to wipe out the state of Israel, and TV programs in Arab
[58]
countries that reproduce new versions of anti-Semitic blood libels.

Secondly, Herf argues that like Nazi/Fascist paramilitaries, they were hypermasculine, anti-feminist brotherhoods. Unlike
Communists who thought survival an end of strategy, Islamists like those in Mahmoud Ahmadinejad's Iran would not be deterred the
inevitability of massive retaliation, and in their concept of martyrdom have different ideas about a coming religious apocalypse. Fear
of offending Muslims has led the U.S. to avoid terms redolent of Islamophobia. Just as Christian antisemitism played a role in
Nazism, he affirms, so too the Qur'an feeds into Islamic rhetoric. Nazi propaganda broadcasts fed into the Arab world's attachment to
Islam, and the collaboration rested on shared values, the rejection of liberal democracy and above all hatred to Jews and this tradition
fed straight into the formulations of Hassan al-Banna, the leader of the Muslim Brotherhood, and the essays of Sayyid Qutb to
influence modern Islamic radicalism. Euphemisms must be dropped, Herf counseled, and killing civilians, Muslim or otherwise,
defined as a "war crime", so that Mahmoud Ahmadinejad should be indicted for incitement to genocide. His public statements are,
Herf believes, violations of Article Three of the U.N. Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide; the
Iranian nuclear program, threatening a second Holocaust and nuclear attacks on the US, must be halted, with retention of
[58]
conventional military strikes against that country as an option.

Criticism of theory of a link between Islam and fascism
While Islamic Fascism has been discussed as a category of serious analysis by the scholars mentioned above, the term
"Islamofascism" circulated mainly as a propaganda, rather than as an analytic, term after the September 11 attacks on the United
States in September 2001[59] but also gained a foothold in more sober political discourse,[60] both academic and pseudoacademic.[61] Many critics are dismissive, variously branding it as "meaningless" (Daniel Benjamin);[62][63] "a kosher-halal"
throwback version of the "vacuous" old leftist epithet "fascist pig" (Norman Finkelstein);[64] a "figment of the neocon imagination"
(Paul Krugman);[65] and as betraying an ignorance of both Islam and FascismAngelo
(
Codevilla).[66]
Tony Judt, in an analysis of liberal acquiescence in President George W. Bush's foreign policy initiatives, particularly the War on
Terror and the invasion of Iraq, argued that this policy was premised on the notion there was such a thing as Islamofascism, a notion
Judt considered catastrophic. In his diagnosis of this shift he detected a decline in the old liberal consensus of American politics, and
what he called the "deliquescence of the Democratic Party". Many former left-liberal pundits, like Paul Berman and Peter Beinart
having no knowledge of theMiddle East or cultures like those ofWahhabism and Sufism on which they descant authoritatively, have,
he claimed, and his view was shared by Niall Ferguson,[67] latched onto the war on terror as a new version of the old liberal fight
against fascism, in the form of Islamofascism. In their approach there is a cozy acceptance of a binary division of the world into
ideological antitheses,[68] the "familiar juxtaposition that eliminates exotic complexity and confusion: Democracy v. Totalitarianism,
Freedom v. Fascism, Them v. Us" has been revived. Judt cited many others who, once liberals have fallen in lockstep with the
American idea of a global war against Islamic jihad: Adam Michnik, Oriana Fallaci; Václav Havel; André Glucksmann, Michael
Ignatieff, Leon Wieseltier, David Remnick, Thomas Friedman and Michael Walzer.[69] Christopher Hitchens was also criticized by
[33]
Judt, as making unhistoric simplifications, to justify use of the term.
[70]
The term "Islamofascism" has been criticized by several scholars.

In 2012 a special issue of Die Welt des Islams was dedicated to surveying the issue of Islamophobia in recent Western reportage and
scholarly studies, with essays on various facets of the controversy by Katajun Amirpur, Moshe Zuckerman, René Wildangel, Joachim
Scholtyseck and others. Their positions were almost invariably critical of the term and the concept underlying it.
In a 2016 lecture, American historian Paul Gottfried proposed that some strains of Islam could accurately be described as Islamist or
Islamic terrorist but definitely not fascist, because hemaintains that the only accurate use of Fascism is to describe the government of
Italy under Mussolini from 1922 to 1938.[71]
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mking us feel that we're the
"greatest generation" fighting another World War, like the war our fathers and grandfathers fought. Y
ou're translating
a crisis symbolized by 9/11 into a sort of pseudo W
orld War II. So, 9/11 becomes Pearl Harbor and then you go after
the bad guys who are the fascists, and if you don't support us, then you must be an appeaser
.'
68. Judt 2014, p. 386
69. Judt 2006.
70. Boyle, Michael, 'The War on Terror in American Grand Strategy', International Af
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Green-Fascism
Green-Fascism is the jargon used mainly by Turkish Kemalist intellectuals and political writers to define and criticise theocratic
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